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Abstract The first in situ continuous full‐water‐column observations of the eastern boundary currents
(EBCs) at 34.5°S in the South Atlantic are obtained using 23 months of data from a line of Current and
Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders (CPIES) spanning the Cape Basin. The CPIES are used to
evaluate the mean structure of the EBC, the associated water masses, and the volume transport variability.
The estimated northward time‐mean Benguela Current absolute geostrophic transport is 24 Sv, with a
temporal standard deviation of 17 Sv. Beneath this current the time‐mean transport is southward, indicating
the presence of a deep‐EBC (DEBC), with a time‐mean transport of 12 Sv, and a standard deviation of 17 Sv.
Offshore of these currents, the shallow and deep flows are more variable with weak time means, likely
influenced by Agulhas Rings transiting through the region. Hydrographic data collected along the CPIES
line demonstrate that the DEBC is carrying recently ventilated North Atlantic Deep Water, as it flows
along the continental slope. This is consistent with a previously hypothesized interior pathway bringing
recently ventilated North Atlantic DeepWater from the DeepWestern Boundary Current across the Atlantic
to the Cape Basin. The observations further indicate that much of the DEBC must recirculate within
the basin. Spectral analyses of the shallow and deep EBC transport time series demonstrate that the
strongest variability occurs on timescales ranging from 30 to 90 days, associated with the propagation of
Agulhas Rings.

Plain Language Summary Heat and freshwater transported by the overturning circulation in the
Atlantic have been shown to have significant influences on global climate. Boundary current variations in
the Southeast Atlantic have furthermore been shown to play a major role in the overturning circulation.
This study presents, for the first time, full‐depth, daily observations of the eastern boundary currents at
34.5°S based on moored instruments. The 23 months of observations (velocity and water mass properties)
reveal the presence of two distinct eastern boundary currents, with equatorward flow in the upper layer and
poleward flow in the deep layer. The variability of both currents is characterized, in unprecedented
detail, and is shown to be dominated by large anticyclonic eddies transiting across the moorings. The
observations further indicate that much of the deep current must recirculate within the Cape Basin, with a
smaller portion of the flow participating in the global overturning circulation.

1. Introduction

The meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is a variable‐in‐time three‐dimensional circulation system
centered in the Atlantic Ocean but encompassing all of the ocean basins (e.g., Gordon, 1986; Lumpkin &
Speer, 2007; Talley, 2003). The MOC carries the majority of the oceanic components of the global transport
of mass, heat, and salt, and it thus has profound impacts on regional and global climate (e.g., Rahmstorf
et al., 2015). The Atlantic pathways followed by the MOC flows are complex, sometimes carried within
strong tightly confined boundary currents and at other times forging alternate routes (e.g., Lozier, 2010;
Stommel, 1957). Both zonal and meridional flows play significant roles in the global MOC, and transport
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Key Points:
• Velocity and water mass

observations demonstrate the
presence of two distinct eastern
boundary currents

• Volume transport fluctuations of the
two boundary currents are strongest
at period of 30‐90 days

• Much of the deep eastern boundary
current must be recirculating in the
basin rather than participating in
the overturning circulation
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by eddies in some locations is considered crucial (Bower et al., 2009; Dengler et al., 2004; Garzoli et al., 2015;
van Sebille et al., 2012). Nevertheless, in its simplest “conveyor‐belt” form, the MOC in the Atlantic can
be thought of as originating by the sinking of newly ventilated North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) in
the high‐latitude North Atlantic, followed by the southward spreading of this NADW through the
Atlantic basin to the Southern Ocean, slow upward mixing around the globe, and the return of
warm/salty thermocline and surface waters through the Atlantic basin to close this loop (e.g.,
Bingham et al., 2007; Buckley & Marshall, 2016; Gordon, 1986; Perez et al., 2015). One overall effect
of these circulations in the South Atlantic is a net equatorward heat flux, making the South Atlantic
unique among the other basins (e.g., Garzoli & Baringer, 2007; Talley, 2003). Several numerical model
studies have suggested that the MOC variability can originate and/or be controlled in the South
Atlantic via water masses mixing and via interbasin exchanges of heat and, in particular, via salt
transport at 34.5°S (Biastoch et al., 2008; Dijkstra, 2007; Dong et al., 2011; Drijfhout et al., 2011;
Gordon et al., 1992; Huisman et al., 2010; Weijer et al., 1999). Thus, the South Atlantic's role in the
MOC must be better quantified through in situ measurements.

Moored arrays have been deployed at several locations as part of an international initiative to study the
South Atlantic MOC (Ansorge et al., 2014; Garzoli & Matano, 2011; Hummels et al., 2015; Kopte et al.,
2017; Meinen et al., 2013, 2017, 2018). One of the main components of this initiative is the South
Atlantic MOC Basin‐wide Array (SAMBA; Figure 1a) that has been under development along 34.5°S
since 2008–2009. The SAMBA array was designed to capture the transport associated with the western
boundary currents and eastern boundary currents (EBC) as well as the interior flows via estimation of
geostrophic transports (Ansorge et al., 2014; Meinen et al., 2013, 2018; Perez et al., 2011). The choice
of 34.5°S for the array was based on analyses indicating that latitude was crucial for evaluating MOC
variability and the impact of interocean exchanges (e.g., Schiermeier, 2013). Moreover, this latitude
was found to be well suited to observe the MOC with geostrophic velocity measurement systems along
the boundaries (Goes et al., 2015; Perez et al., 2011). Another advantage of 34.5°S is that other MOC
estimates exist at that latitude, from repeated transbasin expendable bathythermograph (XBT)
observations (Dong et al., 2009; Garzoli et al., 2013), Argo (Dong et al., 2014), Argo/altimetry syntheses
(Dong et al., 2015; Majumder et al., 2016), and sea surface temperature proxies (Lopez et al., 2017),
which enable further comparisons.

The twomain paths of the upper limb of theMOC entering into the South Atlantic (Figure 1a, yellow arrows)
have been well documented as the cold water route through the Drake Passage (e.g., Chereskin et al., 2009;
Donohue et al., 2016; Rintoul, 1991) and the warm water route coming from the Indian Ocean via the
Agulhas Current System (e.g., Ansorge et al., 2005; Gladyshev et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 1992; Speich
et al., 2007). The cold water route involves Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) imported from the south-
east Pacific through Drake Passage (e.g., Rintoul, 1991). The warm water route is characterized by the trans-
port of warmer and saltier thermocline IndianOceanwaters into the Atlantic Ocean through the Cape Basin,
via the Agulhas leakage (e.g., de Ruijter et al., 1999; Gordon et al., 1992; Lutjeharms, 2006; Lutjeharms &
Cooper, 1996). The distinction between cold andwarm route is somewhat artificial, however, as some studies
have shown that there is a cold and fresh contribution of AAIW from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean
via the Agulhas leakage that takes part in the warm route (Gordon et al., 1992; Rusciano et al., 2012; Speich
et al., 2007). Regardless of that nuance, studies based on numerical simulations have shown that waters from
both the cold and warm water routes pass through the Cape Basin region west of South Africa, interacting
with and/or merging with the Benguela Current as it flows northwestward (Figure 1a; e.g., Schmid et al.,
2000; Speich, Blanke, & Cai, 2007; Rimaud et al., 2012; Rusciano et al., 2012).

The lower limb of the MOC in the South Atlantic (Figure 1a, blue arrows), which primarily transports
recently ventilated NADW, has traditionally been thought to be carried predominantly by the Deep
Western Boundary Current (DWBC) along much of the latitudinal breadth of the South Atlantic (e.g.,
Garzoli et al., 2015). Recently ventilated NADW is generally characterized by dissolved oxygen concentra-
tions larger than 5.2 ml/L or 240 micromol/kg along the western boundary (Figure 1b; Garzoli et al.,
2015; Herrford et al., 2017; Koltermann et al., 2011; Meinen et al., 2017; Valla et al., 2018). Previous experi-
ments with moored instruments have shown that the DWBC is coherent and attached to the South
American continental slope from the equator until roughly 8°S, where it appears to break up into a chain
of eddies flowing southward along the boundary (Dengler et al., 2004; Herrford et al., 2017; Hummels
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et al., 2015; Schott et al., 2005). This deep flow of eddies continues along the continental shelf of South
America until about 20°S, where the flow reaches the Vitória‐Trindade Ridge (Figure 1a), which extend east-
ward from the South American shelf. At this point the flow carried by the eddy‐chain appears to split into a
component that continues along the western boundary and a component that flows zonally across the basin
toward the eastern boundary (Arhan et al., 2003; Garzoli et al., 2015; Palma & Matano, 2017; Stramma &
England, 1999; van Sebille et al., 2012). The component on the western boundary returns to a more contin-
uous flow by 34.5°S, although the DWBC at this latitude still exhibits large variability associated with the
presence of westward propagating strong coherent vortices and/or Rossby wave‐like signals (Garzoli et al.,

Figure 1. (a) Schematic circulation of the upper/intermediate meridional overturning circulation (MOC) limb is shown
with red/yellow arrows, and the lower MOC limb in blue (Arhan et al., 2003; Lumpkin & Speer, 2007; Speich et al.,
2007). The thick black line denotes the position of the full South Atlantic MOC Basin‐wide Array (SAMBA) transect, with
the solid black line denoting its eastern component, SAMBA‐East, which is at the focus of the present study. The thin
black contours characterize the 3,000‐m isobath. (b) Study area with shaded color representing the oxygen concentrations
(ml/L) at 3,000 m from the World Ocean Atlas annual climatology. (c) Horizontal positions of the current and pressure
recording inverted echo sounders identified by the red squares along the SAMBA‐East transect. The black contours
characterize the 1,000‐ and 3,000‐m isobaths. The topography in (a) and (c) comes from the Smith and Sandwell (1997)
database with a horizontal resolution of 30 arc seconds.
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2015; Meinen et al., 2017; Valla et al., 2018). The interior NADW pathway originating near the Vitória‐
Trindade Ridge follows an eastward route that crosses the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge between 20° and 25°S
(Arhan et al., 2003; Garzoli et al., 2015; Speer et al., 1995; van Sebille et al., 2012) before proceeding to the
Cape Basin and flowing southward along the African continental slope as a “Deep Eastern Boundary
Current” (DEBC) of sorts (Arhan et al., 2003; Palma & Matano, 2017; Stramma & England, 1999). The
climatological oxygen concentrations at 3,000 m (Figure 1b) from World Ocean Atlas (WOA; Garcia et al.,
2014) outline the different paths of NADW with tongues of elevated oxygen concentrations along the
western boundary and extending across the center of the basin.

With both the cold and the warm water routes of the upper MOC branches and a portion of the
lower MOC branch passing through the Cape Basin, it is evident that this is a critical region for obser-
ving MOC‐related flows. Recognition of the key roles that ocean dynamics in the Cape Basin play in the
MOC is not new—Numerous previous experiments have studied aspects of the flows in the region using
ship sections (e.g., Arhan et al., 2003; Duncombe Rae, 2005; Ganachaud, 2003; Gladyshev et al., 2008;
Whittle et al., 2008), deep profiling floats (Lutjeharms et al., 1997; Richardson et al., 2003; van Aken
et al., 2003), Argo float‐altimetry syntheses (Majumder & Schmid, 2018; Rusciano et al., 2012; Schmid,
2014), and numerical models (e.g., Biastoch et al., 2009, 2015, 2018; Rimaud et al., 2012; Weijer & van
Sebille, 2014). Historical in situ measurements using moored instruments in the region have been
focused in the Agulhas Current and Agulhas Retroflection region farther east (Baker‐Yeboah et al.,
2009, 2010; Beal, 2009; Beal et al., 2015; Bryden et al., 2005) and in the greater Agulhas Current system
farther south or north (Duncombe Rae et al., 1996; Garzoli & Gordon, 1996; Goni et al., 1997). The east-
ern components of SAMBA (SAMBA‐East; Figures 1a and 1c, solid black line) represent the first direct in
situ continuous full‐water‐column observations along 34.5°S covering the Cape Basin between the shelf
break and the Walvis Ridge, near 0° longitude.

In the Cape Basin, the SAMBA‐East moored instruments have provided continuous daily time series
observations of the EBC system, their vertical structure, and their variability since 2013. Initially com-
prised of two bottom mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) moorings and eight Current
and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounder (CPIES) moorings, SAMBA‐East was further augmented
in 2014 by the addition of four tall moorings equipped with temperature, salinity, and pressure sensors,
as well as ADCP instruments (Ansorge et al., 2014; Kersalé et al., 2018). These observations provide the
first opportunity to observe in detail the key EBC flows and their temporal and spatial variability as they
carry components of the MOC across 34.5°S. In this study, we focus on the first ~23 months of data from
September 2013 to July 2015 deployment of the SAMBA‐East CPIES (Figure 1). The mean structure of
the flow and associated volume transports from SAMBA‐East will be compared to other available in situ
data as well as to the output from an ocean general circulation model. This paper documents the EBC
flow variability on timescales ranging from a few days to a few months. We also analyze the water mass
properties carried by these currents and discuss possible causes for the largest observed upper and deep
EBC variations.

2. Data and Methods

In order to assess the temporal variability of the EBCs in the South Atlantic, we analyze approximately
23 months of data from the array of CPIES deployed by the French “Institut Français de Recherche pour
l'Exploitation de la Mer” and the South African Department of Environmental Affairs, Oceans and Coasts
Division. The eight CPIES (see Table 1 and Figure 1c for locations) spread along 34.5°S from the continental
shelf at the eastern edge of the Cape Basin (P1) out to the prime meridian (P8), spanning approximately 20°
longitude with depths ranging from 1,300 m down to 5,200 m (Figures 1c). With the exceptions of the moor-
ings at the shelf break, the typical spacing between the moorings is 3.75° in longitude. Note that CPIES P3
was lost during the 2015 July recovery cruise, so this study focuses on data from seven of the eight CPIES
(Table 1).

A CPIES measures the current velocity 50 m above the bottom, the bottom pressure, and the round‐trip time
(τ) it takes an acoustic signal (12‐kHz frequency) to travel vertically from the bottom‐moored instrument to
the sea surface and back. The use of the inverted echo sounder to observe the thermal variability of strong
boundary currents has been ongoing for four to five decades (e.g., Garzoli, 1993; Rossby, 1969; Watts &
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Johns, 1982; Watts & Rossby, 1977), and the addition in the 1990s of a pressure sensor to create the pressure‐
equipped inverted echo sounder (PIES) allowed for concurrent observations of the barotropic flows (e.g.,
Baker‐Yeboah et al., 2009, 2010; Watts & Kontoyiannis, 1990; Watts et al., 1995 ). The development of the
gravest empirical mode (GEM) technique for analyzing τ allowed arrays of PIES to be used to estimate the
full‐water‐column profiles of temperature (T), salinity (S), and density and to quantify the baroclinic and
barotropic geostrophic flows associated with surface intensified and subsurface intensified currents
(Meinen & Watts, 2000; Meinen et al., 2004, 2009). As the methods for using PIES and CPIES to estimate
absolute geostrophic velocities and full‐water‐column profiles of T, S, and specific volume anomaly (δ)
have been widely discussed within the aforementioned literature, only a brief description of the
technology and analysis will be provided here. Instead, the focus here is on how the methodology has
been specifically applied to the Cape Basin region.

The GEM method is based on the use of hydrographic data collected in the region (from conductivity‐tem-
perature‐depth [CTD] casts and Argo profiling floats) to create two‐dimensional lookup tables of T, S, and δ
as functions of pressure and travel time (e.g., Meinen &Watts, 2000; Watts et al., 2001). To create the lookup
tables from the available hydrographic observations, a standard pressure level (1,000 dbar) was selected for
the travel time integration. The first application of the GEM method to the CPIES in the SAMBA‐East area
was made byMeinen et al. (2013). The GEM lookup tables developed byMeinen et al. (2013) were based on a
data set of 770 CTD and Argo profiles collected between 2009 and 2013, in the region bounded zonally by the
continental shelf and 12°E and meridionally by 31°S and 37°S. For the present study, new GEM fields were
created using CTD and Argo profiles up to the present day and spanning a larger zonal domain, from the
continental shelf to 2°W (Figure 2a). The new GEM fields utilized all available Argo data (obtained from
www.coriolis.eu.org) and all CTD profiles in the World Ocean Database (Boyer et al., 2013) collected within
the above longitude‐latitude boundaries. After excluding 15 profiles from these data sets that had clearly
spurious salinities and temperatures, the total number of hydrographic profiles available was 5,593
(Figure 2b, black dots).

Inclusion of roughly seven times more profiles in building the GEM fields yields fairly similar lookup tables
and accuracy estimates, and the estimates of T, S, and δ from the updated GEM fields and the original GEM
fields are not statistically different (see Appendix A for an example of GEM field andmore details). However,
this larger data set allows for better coverage of the τ parameter space and more robust error statistics and
furthermore demonstrates that the GEM fields are temporally stable (at least over the past ~35 years).
Comparison of the T‐S diagram from the updated GEM field (Figure 2b, colored dots) and the T‐S diagram
of the original hydrographic measurements (black dots) confirms that the GEM process has not created false
water masses and contains all the structural features that are persistently and recurrently found in
the region.

All hourly CPIES travel time, bottom pressure, and 50‐mvelocity measurements were low‐pass filtered using
a second‐order Butterworth filter passed both forward and backward to avoid phase shifting—The cutoff
period for the filter was 72 hr. Tidal response analysis (e.g., Donohue et al., 2010; Munk & Cartwright,
1966) determined semidiurnal and diurnal tidal bottom pressure constituents for each instrument; these
tidal constituents were subtracted from the bottom pressure time series prior to filtering. The filtered travel
time, bottom pressure, and velocity measurements were then subsampled to one value per day at midnight
UTC. In addition to the CPIES data sets, concurrent CTD casts were collected along the transect during three

Table 1
CPIES Deployment Details

CPIES 1 P1 CPIES 2 P2 CPIES 3 P3 CPIES 4 P4 CPIES 5 P5 CPIES 6 P6 CPIES 7 P7 CPIES 8 P8

Lat 34°24.35′S 34°29.81′S 34°29.96′S 34°30.25′S 34°30.00′S 34°30.42′S 34°29.92′S 34°30.06′S
Lon 17°33.46′E 17°18.04′E 17°8.31′E 15°0.16′E 11°12.19′E 7°27.03′E 3°43.15′E 0°0.02′E
Water Depth 1,266 m 2,129 m 2,850 m 4,482 m 4,969 m 5,185 m 5,030 m 4,608 m
Time Start 2013 Sep 7 Sep 7 No data Sep 7 Sep 7 Sep 8 Sep 9 Sep 10
Time End 2015 Aug 11 Jul 22 No data Aug 11 Aug 10 Aug 9 Aug 5 Aug 7

Note. CPIES = Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders.
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cruises on board the South African Research Vessel SA Agulhas II (September 2013, September 2014, and
July 2015). CTD casts were conducted from the surface to within 5–10 m of the seafloor on each of the
three cruises, with typically five casts offshore (between 0°E and 15°E) and five casts over the continental
slope (between 15°E and 17°35′E). Full‐depth CTD casts at each CPIES mooring location were used to
calibrate each of the seven daily travel time records into the equivalent travel times at 1,000 dbar, the
standard pressure level defined for the GEM lookup tables (e.g., Meinen & Watts, 1998). Then, the
calibrated travel times at 1,000 dbar were combined with the GEM lookup tables to produce daily full‐
water‐column profile estimates of T, S, and specific volume anomaly (δ) at each CPIES site. Note that the
lookup tables are used to extrapolate the hydrographic profiles to the depth of the midpoint between each
pair of CPIES to address bottom‐triangle issues. Daily dynamic height anomaly profiles (Φ), relative to an
arbitrary level of no motion, were then calculated at each site by vertically integrating δ profiles. Zonal
gradients in Φ between neighboring CPIES yield full‐water‐column profiles of geostrophic velocity
relative to an assumed level of no motion via the standard geostrophic method (e.g., Pond & Pickard,
1983); only the component of velocity that is orthogonal to the SAMBA‐East transect is provided (e.g.,
Meinen et al., 2004, 2017).

To reference these flows to a level of known motion, the absolute geostrophic velocity at a reference level
(hereafter referred to as the time‐varying reference geostrophic velocity) is estimated from the zonal

Figure 2. (a) Horizontal positions of the CPIES identified by the red squares along the SAMBA‐East transect with black
circles showing the positions of the CTD/Argo casts from 1983 to 2018 collected around the SAMBA‐East transect and
used to create the GEM field. (b) Comparison of the temperature (°C)‐salinity relationship of CTD/Argo profiles (black
circles) to the PIES‐GEM estimated fields (pressure‐colored circles). Key water masses (see section 3.1) are labeled.
SW = surface water; SACW = South Atlantic Central Water; AAIW = Antarctic Intermediate Water; UCDW = Upper
Circumpolar Deep Water; NADW = North Atlantic Deep Water; LCDW = Lower Circumpolar Deep Water;
SAMBA = South Atlantic MOC Basin‐wide Array; CPIES = Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders;
CTD = conductivity‐temperature‐depth; GEM = gravest empirical mode.
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gradients in bottom pressure between each CPIES (Meinen & Watts, 2000). However, the bottom pressure
gradients only provide information about the temporal variability of the reference (also known as barotro-
pic) flow and cannot be used to estimate the time mean due to the well‐known leveling problem (e.g.,
Donohue et al., 2010). A time‐mean reference velocity has to be added to the time‐varying reference geos-
trophic velocity determined from the bottom pressure gradients. Unfortunately, the bottom current meters
on the CPIES moorings are too far apart (>3.5° spacing) relative to the spatial decorrelation scales of the
deep circulation (~1°; Donohue et al., 2010; Purkey & Johnson, 2010; Meinen et al., 2017) to use those to pro-
vide the time‐mean velocity for the reference flows. As in previous studies in the South Atlantic (Meinen
et al., 2013, 2017, 2018), the time‐mean reference geostrophic velocity between pairs of CPIES was derived
at 1,500 dbar from the output of a long (36‐year) run of the Ocean general circulation model For the
Earth Simulator (OFES; Masumoto et al., 2004; Sasaki et al., 2004, 2008) at eddy‐resolving resolution.
Combining the CPIES‐GEM derived relative velocity profile time series with the time series of the reference
velocity created by merging the model time‐mean and bottom pressure‐derived time‐varying reference velo-
city yields estimates of the full‐water‐column time series of absolute geostrophic velocity between each pair
of CPIES.

The following observational data sets are used herein for comparison with the time mean and variability of
the EBCs derived from the CPIES travel time and bottom pressure observations (as described above):

• Direct measurements of velocity from the single‐depth current meter of each CPIES (50 m above the
seafloor);

• The 0.25° × 0.25° gridded mean dynamic topography over the 1993–2012 period produced by CLS‐CNES
(Rio et al., 2014);

• The Mesoscale Eddy Trajectory Atlas products produced by SSALTO/DUACS (www.aviso.altimetry.fr/)
• The 0.5° × 0.5° gridded absolute geostrophic velocity fields derived from a synthesis of all available Argo

profiling float data together with satellite altimetry in the South Atlantic (Majumder et al., 2016;
Majumder & Schmid, 2018; Schmid, 2014);

• Absolute geostrophic velocity fields obtained from transbasin XBT transects collected roughly along
34.5°S and extended to the ocean bottom using the WOA 2005 climatology with 0.25° horizontal resolu-
tion (e.g., Dong et al., 2009; Garzoli et al., 2013).

The model comparisons presented in this study are made with fields obtained from OFES. After a spin‐up of
50 years, the model was forced with daily mean National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis atmospheric fluxes (Masumoto et al., 2004; Sasaki et al.,
2004, 2008). The OFES outputs were provided by the Japan Agency for Marine‐Earth Science and
Technology through the Asia‐Pacific Data Research Center at the University of Hawai'i at Mānoa. OFES out-
put is available as 3‐day snapshots from 1980 to 2015 at 0.1° horizontal resolution and on 54 vertical z levels.
Note that this model has been extensively validated for the South Atlantic and used to study elements of the
MOC in this region (Dong et al., 2011; Garzoli et al., 2015; Meinen et al., 2013, 2017; Perez et al., 2011; van
Sebille et al., 2012). OFES means and standard deviations reported in this study are for the full 36‐
year record.

The energy spectral distributions of the EBCs, presented in section 3.3, are determined using the Welch's
averaged periodogram method (Thomson & Emery, 2014). This method subsamples the time series into
overlapping segments, here utilizing a 1‐year window length with 6‐month window overlap. Amodified per-
iodogram for each segment is computed, and the resulting periodograms are averaged to produce the esti-
mate of the power spectral density.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Water Mass Properties and Mean Velocity

In order to address the origins of the waters carried by the EBCs, the hydrographic data are used to classify
the different water masses in the region. Nominal water mass layers are shown on the average vertical sec-
tions of temperature (T), salinity (S), neutral density (γn), and dissolved oxygen (Figure 3). The different
water masses discussed herein were classified according to the following commonly used definitions:
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• Surface water (SW): high‐salinity (S > 35.5), high‐temperature (T > 16 °C) water found at the surface in
the South‐East Atlantic as defined by Valentine et al. (1993);

• South Atlantic Central Water (SACW): This water enters the area as a blend of thermocline water and
Subantarctic Surface Water from the south (Gordon, 1986; Valentine et al., 1993) with T between 6 and
16 °C and S between 34.5 and 35.5;

• AAIW: water mass with γn between 27.13 and 27.55 kg/m3 and different S criteria defined by Rusciano
et al. (2012) depending on their ocean of origin (Indian I‐AAIW, S ≥ 34.3; Indo‐Atlantic IA‐AAIW,
34.2 < S < 34.3; Atlantic A‐AAIW, S ≤ 34.2). This distinction is useful to investigate the origin of the
AAIW as different varieties originating from the South Atlantic and the Indian Ocean converge and
mix in the southeast Atlantic;

• Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW): water mass with γn between 27.55 and 27.92 kg/m3 (Heywood
& King, 2002) and dissolved oxygen values below 4.5 ml/L. This water mass arises from the mixing of
upwelled NADW with water circulating in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. This water has a source
region different from the overlying AAIW, but both water masses follow the same path, the cold water
route;

• NADW: waters with γn between 27.92 and 28.11 kg/m3 (Heywood & King, 2002);
• Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW): high‐salinity lower circumpolar deep water (γn between 28.11

and 28.26 kg/m3) that circulates around Antarctica with the ACC (Gladyshev et al., 2008; Heywood &
King, 2002).

Evaluating the average vertical sections of T and S (Figures 3a and 3b), SACW dominates most of the upper
water column between the surface and 700 dbar along much of the SAMBA‐East transect. The only excep-
tions are two small areas where, using only the salinity criteria, two branches of SW centered at 1° and 11°E
are found between the surface and 150 dbar (Figure 3b). Beneath the SACW, the density section is consistent

Figure 3. Average sections of in situ (a) temperature, (b) salinity, (c) neutral density, and (d) dissolved oxygen concentra-
tion from three cruises (September 2013, 2014, and August 2015) along the SAMBA‐East transect. The approximate
vertical distribution of key water masses (see section 3.1) are illustrated on their associated criteria parameters used for
their classification. SACW = South Atlantic Central Water; AAIW = Antarctic Intermediate Water; UCDW = Upper
Circumpolar Deep Water; NADW = North Atlantic Deep Water; LCDW = Lower Circumpolar Deep Water;
SAMBA = South Atlantic MOC Basin‐wide Array; SW = surface water.
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with a layering of the water column by the intermediate and the three
deep water masses defined above (Figure 3c). The low‐salinity signature
of AAIW (Figure 3b) and the low oxygen signature of UCDW
(Figure 3d) are clearly visible in the mean sections. Salinities higher than
34.8 can be identified within the NADW layer along the entire transect
(Figure 3b). Higher oxygen concentration of about 4.9 ml/L are found
within the NADW layer between 0° and 11°E, and near the continental
slope, indicating the presence of more recently ventilated
waters (Figure 3d).

These different water masses converge in the eastern South Atlantic. The
upper ocean circulation in this region is dominated by the Benguela
Current, a broad, northward flowing current along the southwestern
coast of Africa that forms the eastern limb of the South Atlantic
Subtropical Gyre feeding the South Equatorial Current (e.g., Garzoli &
Matano, 2011; Stramma & England, 1999). Previous observations along
34.5°S are limited, but historical measurements along 30°S revealed two
regimes associated with the Benguela Current (Garzoli & Gordon,
1996): a nearly steady flow between the coast and 8°E and an offshore
region filled with transient, alternating northward and southward flows
between 8°E and the Walvis Ridge (0°), wherein the flow is essentially
comprised of the integrated effects of transiting anticyclonic Agulhas
Rings (e.g., Garzoli et al., 1997; Goni et al., 1997). Other observations in
the region have indicated that no abrupt change due to Agulhas Rings
is observed across the steady flow, but the horizontal gradient between
warm water from the Agulhas leakage and cold water from the coastal

upwelling regime can generate a shelf edge current (e.g., Bang & Andrews, 1974; Veitch & Penven,
2017). This strong equatorward jet, called Cape Peninsula Jet or Good Hope Jet, is located over the shelf‐
break (mean position: 34°S, 18°E), with a width of 20–30 km, and has been shown to reach speeds of
50 cm/s (e. g., Peterson & Stramma, 1991; Shannon & Nelson, 1996; Shillington et al., 2006). The
SAMBA‐East array, however, is located at the western edge of the jet and so is too far offshore to consis-
tently capture/observe the whole jet structure.

The time‐mean absolute geostrophic velocity section obtained from the CPIES data at 34.5°S shows a posi-
tive (northward) flow between P5 and P1 (11–17.5°E), covering an area 580 km wide and about 1,270 dbar
deep over the continental slope (Figure 4a). This flow corresponds well to the steady part of the Benguela
Current found in earlier studies. The estimated near surface mean velocities associated with this current
decrease from 10.7 cm/s on the upper part of the slope (between P1 and P2, 17.5–17.3°E) to 3.2 cm/s offshore
(between P4 and P5, 15–11°E). The higher mean velocity in‐shore may be influenced by the Cape Peninsula
Jet, although P1 is located offshore of the mean position of the jet. Further west, between 2°E and 9°E, the
mean surface flow is weak and southward with velocity around 2 cm/s. This flow, in the opposite direction of
the Benguela Current, is consistent with the transient flow previously observed offshore of the steady com-
ponent of the Benguela Current (Garzoli & Gordon, 1996). Remember that the velocities here are geos-
trophic estimates that represent the average flow between pairs of CPIES nearly 4° of longitude apart, and
they do not include the wind‐driven Ekman velocity. Direct measurements with lowered or hull‐mounted
ADCP or other direct measurement devices which measure total velocity at finer spatial resolution would
be expected to capture mean flows with larger amplitudes near the surface and more spatial variability.

Below the upper layer, the DEBC has been observed by a few previous studies in the region, sometimes
referred to as a poleward undercurrent or the Benguela Undercurrent (Lass & Mohrholz, 2008; Nelson,
1989). This southward current has been observed as far south as 35°S along the western coast of Africa from
sparse observations (Baker‐Yeboah et al., 2010; Majumder & Schmid, 2018; Nelson, 1989; Schmid, 2014) and
has also been noted in modeling studies (Garzoli & Matano, 2011; Palma & Matano, 2017; Stramma &
England, 1999; Veitch et al., 2010). There is less of a consensus about whether or not this current exits the
South Atlantic, travels around the southern tip of Africa, and enters the Indian Ocean (Arhan et al., 2003;
Speer et al., 1995).

Figure 4. (a) Time‐mean and (b) standard deviation of the absolutemeridio-
nal geostrophic velocity (cm/s) determined between pairs of Current and
Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders (CPIES). The colored dots
represent the mean and the standard deviation of the direct measurement
of velocity from the bottom current meters at the CPIES positions,
respectively. Black vertical dotted lines denote the positions of the estimated
geostrophic velocity profiles at the midpoints between CPIES.
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In the new time‐mean results presented herein, the DEBC is observed as a southward flow below 1,270 dbar
extending from the continental slope offshore between P1 and P4 (17.5–15°E), with a peak mean absolute
geostrophic southward velocity of 3.0 cm/s (Figure 4a). The velocity from the near‐bottom current meters
(Figure 4a, colored circles) can be qualitatively compared to the geostrophic velocities. Keep in mind that
the velocity from the current meter is a point measurement and the geostrophic velocity represents horizon-
tal averages between each pair of CPIES. The time‐mean coincident direct current meter estimates show
near‐bottom velocities of 0 cm/s at P4 (15°E) and southward velocities in the upper part of the slope,
17.5–17.3°E (−10.3 cm/s at P2 and −7.2 cm/s at P1). As expected, the direct near‐bottom point velocities
are stronger than the CPIES geostrophic velocities (an integrated measurement), but the basic flow patterns
and flow directions are similar. This supports the presence of a mean southward DEBC over the continental
slope at 34.5°S and provides confidence in the CPIES geostrophic velocities.

To further validate the mean velocity structure from the CPIES‐GEM results, the mean meridional velocity
sections from two ancillary data sets and from the OFES model were examined. Since the OFES model is
used to provide the time‐mean velocity for the reference CPIES‐GEM flow, this comparison is not comple-
tely independent. Recall, however, that the time‐mean OFES results are only used at one depth, so the ver-
tical structure information in the time‐mean OFES section is fully independent. The zonal and vertical
structures of the mean meridional velocity sections from the Argo/altimetry synthesis (Figure 5a), the
XBT/WOA (Figure 5c), and OFES (Figure 5e) generally compare well with the mean section from the
CPIES‐GEM data (Figure 4a). As expected, these three mean sections capture finer horizontal scales than
are present in the CPIES‐GEM mean section due to their finer horizontal resolution. In particular, these
products capture two potentially independent cores in the steady part of the Benguela Current, one
between 10°E and 15°E and one between 15°E and the African coast. These two distinct Benguela
Current cores are not resolved by the CPIES array, because of the large distance between pairs of CPIES.
To look at similar scales, the velocities from the Argo/altimetry synthesis, XBT/WOA analysis, and OFES
model output are averaged between the longitudes of the pairs of CPIES to simulate the geostrophic aver-
aging inherent in the CPIES‐GEM technique. These smoother sections (Figures 5b, 5d, and 5f) are very

Figure 5. Time‐mean of the absolute meridional velocity (cm/s) from Argo/altimetry synthesis (a, b), XBT/WOA (c, d),
and OFES model output (e, f). The left column shows the data with their full spatial resolutions; while the right
column shows the same data with the CPIES‐reduced spatial resolution for a better comparison. The black lines on the
sections (a, c, e) represent the 5 cm/s contour of the time‐mean absolute meridional velocity. XBT = expendable
bathythermograph; WOA = World Ocean Atlas; OFES = Ocean general circulation model For the Earth Simulator
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similar to the CPIES‐GEM mean section (Figure 4a) in terms of
horizontal and vertical extents of the Benguela Current, particularly
above 1,500 dbar and inshore of 11°E. The two cores of the Benguela
Current are still present in the XBT/WOA product and OFES model,
but not in the Argo/altimetry synthesis. The weak offshore poleward sur-
face flow, in the opposite direction of the Benguela Current, that is
observed in the CPIES‐GEM mean velocities (Figure 4a) is also observed
in the Argo/altimetry synthesis (Figure 5a) and the OFES model
(Figure 5e) between 8° and 11°E, and further offshore (between 3° and
5°E) in the XBT section (Figure 5c), but is substantially weakened in
the smoothed sections (Figures 5b, 5d, and 5f). The Argo/altimetry synth-
esis provides no data below 2,000 dbar, and the XBT/WOA product is
based solely on climatology below roughly 800 dbar. Nevertheless, both
observational products and OFES model provide hints of the DEBC
inshore of 12°E (Figures 5a, 5c, and 5e) as observed by the CPIES‐GEM
observations (Figure 4a). It must be noted that the temporal averaging
windows of each of these products differ from one another and from
the CPIES records (~2 years of daily data for CPIES, 36 years of 3‐day
snapshots for OFES, 23 years of monthly means for Argo/altimetry synth-

esis, and 23 snapshots over 16 years for XBT/WOA), so perfect agreement between the mean sections is not
to be expected.

Satellite and hydrography derived mean dynamic topography from AVISO and the associated geostrophic
velocity field (Figure 6) provide added spatial context for the upper ocean flow observed along 34.5°S

(Figures 4a and 5). The surface geostrophic flow from AVISO reveals the
steady part of the Benguela current, characterized by two cores along
34.5°S, which are actually two branches separated by a cyclonic
circulation located farther north (center at 33.5°S, 15°E). These fields also
illustrate why the offshore branch might not appear as clearly in the
CPIES‐GEM data. Indeed, the mean dynamic topography map indicates
that the inshore Benguela branch has a north‐northwestward direction
and passes between P4 and P1, consistent with what is observed by the
CPIES, whereas the offshore Benguela branch between P5 and P4 is
characterized by a closer‐to‐zonal orientation. This flow will
understandably not be well represented in the CPIES‐GEM data, which
can only capture the component of the geostrophic flow that is orthogonal
to the CPIES array (i.e., the meridional component). On the western edge
of the Agulhas eddy corridor, offshore of P5, the mean geostrophic
velocity map derived from the AVISO data (Figure 6) illustrates how
passing anticyclonic eddies affect the mean flow field creating east‐
southeastward flow in this region, which explains the CPIES observed
weak mean southward flow measured between P8 and P5.

To illustrate which water masses the Benguela Current and the DEBC
carry in a time‐mean sense, we superimposed the time‐average locations
of the main water mass interfaces, inferred from the CPIES‐GEM T, S,
and density profiles, on the time‐mean meridional velocity section
(Figure 7a). Note the CPIES‐GEM time‐mean properties represent an
average over a 2‐year period, and they do not include dissolved oxygen,
which is crucial for identifying recently ventilated NADW. To evaluate
the robustness of the mean water mass interface locations from the
CPIES‐GEM data, and to include information about dissolved oxygen,
we also calculated the time‐mean locations of the main water mass inter-
faces from theWOA climatology (Figure 7b). Overall, the time‐mean loca-
tions of the main water masses do not fit with a preferential northward or

Figure 6. Mean dynamic topography (m) and geostrophic velocity field
from 1993 to 2012. The black line denotes the position of the South
Atlantic MOC Basin‐Wide Array‐East transect and the red squares represent
the Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders positions.
White lines highlight the 0.5‐m isolines of mean dynamic topography.

Figure 7. (a) Schematic section illustrating the observed water masses.
Water masses are determined using the PIES‐GEM estimated profiles.
Contours of the time‐mean absolute meridional geostrophic velocity deter-
mined between pairs of CPIES are represented (solid bold line: Zero‐con-
tour, solid line: Northward flow, dotted line: Southward flow). (b) Same as
(a) from the WOA climatology and including dissolved oxygen criteria to
identify water masses. The black contours show the oxygen concentration
[mL L−1]. The white areas represent water masses with characteristics dif-
ferent than the ones defined in Section 3.1. SACW = South Atlantic Central
Water; AAIW = Antarctic Intermediate Water; UCDW = Upper
Circumpolar Deep Water; NADW = North Atlantic Deep Water;
LCDW = Lower Circumpolar Deep Water; SW = surface water;
CPIES = Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders;
PIES = pressure‐equipped inverted echo sounder; GEM = gravest empirical
mode.
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southward flow. This banded flow pattern has been observed at the western boundary at 34.5°S and revealed
the presence of recirculation, and/or strong mixing in the area (Meinen et al., 2017; Valla et al., 2018).

In the upper layer, the mean CPIES‐GEM and WOA sections reveal the presence of SW from the surface to
about 100 dbar using its salinity and temperature criteria, and SACW from 100 to 650 dbar (also fairly con-
sistent with the average from the three CTD sections presented in Figure 3). These two water masses are
transported southward across the transect between the Walvis Ridge (P8) and 11°E (P5), and northward
between 11°E and the continental shelf (P1). The time‐mean northward direction of the SW and SACW
flows east of 11°E is consistent with one of the upper limb MOC pathways (warm water route; see
section 1) passing through the Cape Basin.

The intermediate water column, from 650 to 1,100 dbar, is dominated by the presence of I‐AAIW (Figure 7a).
Just like the near surface water masses, the I‐AAIW is carried southward between Walvis Ridge and 11°E
and northward between 11°E and the continental shelf. The longer‐term average water mass interface loca-
tions determined from the WOA climatology section are in general quite similar to those determined from
the CPIES‐GEM data (Figure 7b), although the WOA climatology does suggest that over a longer‐term per-
iod one might expect to see IA‐AAIW near the Walvis Ridge.

Concerning the deep waters, UCDW is detected in the mean section from 1,100 to 1,900 dbar (Figure 7a).
Although the dissolved oxygen criteria for UCDW (concentrations below 4.5 ml/L) cannot be tested using
the CPIES‐GEM data, the depth range of this water mass determined purely from the neutral density criteria
agrees well with the depth range inferred from the WOA climatology utilizing both the density and oxygen
criteria (Figure 7b). NADW is found between 1,900 and 3,400 dbar, while LCDW fills the depths below
3,400 dbar. There is little vertical shear in the deep layers (Figure 7a), and the mean section shows the
UCDW, NADW, and LCDW being carried alternately southward and northward in a banded pattern over
most of the basin west of 14°E. This pattern possibly indicates a recirculation cell similar to that which
has been observed further north in the Angola Basin by Arhan et al. (2003), or more recently by
Majumder and Schmid (2018), centered at 33°S, 6°E. Alternatively, the banded flow pattern offshore may
also simply reflect the rectification onto the mean flow caused by averaging of the Agulhas Rings that transit
through the region, as their influence can be felt from the surface down to a maximal observed depth of
4,000 m (van Aken et al., 2003). The southward DEBC east of 14°E is noticeably stronger than the banded
deep flows offshore (Figure 4a), and interestingly, the WOA oxygen concentration climatology across this
section (Figure 7b) and the average of the CTD sections (Figure 3d) both indicate the presence of recently
ventilated NADWwater at the location of the DEBC adjacent to the continental slope. The presence of these
higher dissolved oxygen values (concentrations above 5.2 ml/L, typical of recently ventilated NADW in the
western South Atlantic—Figure 1b) suggests that these waters have been in contact with the surface more
recently than is expected for deep water masses in this region. This result is therefore consistent with the
hypothesis that the DEBC is connected to an interior pathway bringing recently ventilated NADW waters
across to the eastern boundary, as there are no alternative sources of oxygen‐enriched waters within these
density layers (Arhan et al., 2003; Garzoli et al., 2015). Note elevated dissolved oxygen values at level of
NADW and LCDW are also found between 10°E and Walvis Ridge in the average CTD sections
(Figure 3d) and near Walvis Ridge in the WOA climatology (Figure 7b), suggesting some additional
mixing/recirculation within the Cape Basin.

3.2. Temporal Variability

The strongest variability in the geostrophic velocities in the upper layer is found near the coastline (between
P1 and P2), with a standard deviation from the daily time series of 36.4 cm/s (Figure 4b) that greatly exceeds
the mean value of 10.7 cm/s (Figure 4a). This high variability is consistent with previous observations of the
Cape Peninsula Jet, at least in our case the western boundary of the jet, which exhibits strong variability in its
location and intensity (Boyd & Nelson, 1998; Veitch et al., 2017). The observed standard deviation pattern of
high variability inshore and lower variability offshore is consistent with the location of the Benguela Current
in historical studies (Garzoli & Gordon, 1996; Veitch et al., 2017).

The variability of the flow in the deep layer, below 2,000 dbar, is strongest between P2 (17.3°E) and P4 (15°E)
in the DEBC, with a maximum standard deviation of 3.2 cm/s. It is nearly as large between P5 and P6
(11–7°E), with a maximum standard deviation of 2.9 cm/s. However, the variability in the deep layer is
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fairly uniform compared with the upper layer (Figure 4b). The concurrent direct current meter estimates
show less variability from the standard deviation between P8 and P6 (from 3.5 to 6.3 cm/s) compared to
the inshore part of the transect (from P5 to P1) where the standard deviation is about 8 cm/s. Recall that
the direct current meters represent point measurements in the horizontal scale, while the geostrophic
velocities between pairs of CPIES represent an average over nearly 4° of longitude. For both the point
measurements and the geostrophic estimates, the velocity variability below 2,000 dbar is much larger than
the mean flow for these 2 years, illustrating the important role of Agulhas Rings, eddies, and other
transient features in this region.

Previous work at the western boundary at 34.5°S has shown that the dominant source of variability in those
boundary currents is westward propagation of Rossby wave‐like features toward the boundary from the
basin interior (e.g., Meinen et al., 2017). Westward propagating signals in the eastern South Atlantic have
been observed from altimeter and radiometer records between 10.5°S and 24.5°S (Oliveira & Polito, 2013).
According to that study, the dominant variability source switches south of 24.5°S from Rossby wave varia-
bility to variability associated with Agulhas Rings. A Hovmoller plot can be used to examine these propagat-
ing signals. The meridional velocity at 2,700 dbar (Figure 8a) shows significant 5–10 cm/s velocity
fluctuations that persist for a month or longer and propagate westward. It needs to be noted that the actual
propagation is northwestward along the Agulhas Ring corridor (Dencausse et al., 2010; Garzoli & Gordon,
1996), but only the westward component of propagation can be detected with a zonal array of
moored instruments.

One way to better resolve the zonal structure of the propagating features would be to look at satellite altime-
try fields; however, previous work has shown that subsurface rings might represent a portion of the features
and that they are poorly resolved by altimetry (e.g., Goni & Johns, 2003). An alternative tool to evaluate deep
propagating features is the OFESmodel. The OFES output, which has 0.1° horizontal resolution, was used to
evaluate the sources of variations of the deep flow and the propagation of the features in the model simula-
tion. Hovmoller plots of the OFES meridional velocity at 2,700 dbar across 34.5°S (Figure 8b) illustrate
clearly the presence of alternating bands of flow associated with Agulhas Rings propagating westward from
P4 to P7 (again only the westward component of northwestward propagation is examined here, as the

Figure 8. Hovmoller plots illustrating the absolute meridional geostrophic velocity at 2,700 dbar for the offshore portion
of the domain (a) from the Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders (CPIES), and (b, c) from the Ocean
general circulation model For the Earth Simulator output (b, full resolution; c, CPIES‐reduced spatial resolution). White
contour indicates zero meridional flow. Red squares along the bottom axes indicate the location of the CPIES. Green and
black dashed lines illustrate the westward component of the propagation speed of Agulhas Rings.
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mooring array is zonal). These anticyclonic eddies are associated with northward velocities on their eastern
side and southward velocities on their western side. It needs to be noted that mesoscale variations in a model
that does not assimilate observations are not expected to be in phase with mesoscale variations in the real
ocean but it is the frequency, periodicity, propagation, and structure of such events in the model that is of
interest for comparison. Over the full time period record (September 2013 to July 2015), five events are
detected clearly (Figure 8b) in the model output. These events are identified between P4 and P6 from
September to December 2013, from January to March 2014, from July to September 2014, from November
2014 to January 2015, and from February to April 2015, with each event having a duration of approximately
3 months. The higher spatial resolution in the model is evident; propagating features do not show up as
clearly in the observed data (Figure 8a) as in the fully resolved model (Figure 8b), due to the CPIES geos-
trophic averaging. If the OFES output is averaged between the longitudes of the CPIES to simulate the
CPIES geostrophic velocities (Figure 8c), the resulting Hovmoller looks much more like the data
(Figure 8a). Nevertheless, in the averaged OFES Hovmoller, five propagating events with positive velocities
and similar propagation speeds as those observed in the full‐resolution model output are still present (e.g.,
January 2014), although their amplitudes are reduced and their zonal structure is degraded.

An analysis of lagged correlations of themeridional velocity at 2,700 dbar was performed in order to estimate
the westward component of the propagation speed of these eddies both in the model output and in the data
(not shown). The resulting propagation speed was roughly −6.7 km/day in the model, and −7.2 km/day in
the observations (negative indicating westward; illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 8) in good agree-
ment with one another. Both values fall within the range of previous estimates of −2.9 to −7.3 km/day for
Agulhas Ring translation through this region (e.g., Byrne et al., 1995; Goni et al., 1997; Olson & Evans,
1986; Schouten et al., 2000). The propagation speed is faster than the westward propagating features on
the western boundary in OFES that were reported for SAMBA‐West in Meinen et al. (2017) as about −2.5
to −3.5 km/day and were linked to Rossby wave‐like features. The wider spacing between CPIES in
SAMBA‐East and SAMBA‐West makes it somewhat difficult to ascribe the sources of the observed variabil-
ity in the deep layer; however, we can confirm that the observed propagation in the SAMBA‐East region is
dominated by the passage of Agulhas Rings.

Another interesting feature of the flow variability across the SAMBA‐East line at 2,700 dbar is evident in the
observations (Figure 8a). There is the tendency to observe strong southward flows east of P4 at the times
when Agulhas Rings are being observed offshore of P4. A similar pattern is also present in the model output
(Figures 8b and 8c), but the southward flows have weaker magnitudes when the model fields are smoothed
to match the spacing/geostrophic averaging of the CPIES array (Figure 8c). The paired inshore flows‐
offshore Agulhas Rings in the observations and model results is in agreement with the results of an earlier
study of van Sebille et al. (2012) using a shorter segment of the same OFES run used herein, which suggested
that the southward DEBC in the Cape Basin could be somewhat intermittent and that variations in the
DEBC flow might be directly linked to the passing of Agulhas Rings.

3.3. EBC Transport and Energy Spectral Distribution

Absolute meridional geostrophic velocity fields are used to construct estimates of the two EBC transports.
Defining the zonal and vertical boundaries of the Benguela Current and the DEBC is unavoidably somewhat
subjective. Stramma and Peterson (1989) defined the longitudinal border of the Benguela Current at 32°S as
being close to 10°E. Offshore of this longitude, and in agreement with our observations, Stramma and
Peterson (1989) pointed out that Agulhas Rings strongly influence the ocean flow. Difficulty in defining
the boundaries of a coherent flow is a common problem in quantifying the transport of individual ocean cur-
rents (e.g., Hogg & Johns, 1995). It has been often documented with western boundary currents that strong
propagating ocean signals (e.g., Rossby wave‐like features and coastally trapped waves) can become inextric-
ably intertwined with the boundary current when calculating transports (e.g., Meinen et al., 2017; Mooers
et al., 2005). Eastern boundary current transports are similarly affected by alongshore propagating features
(e.g., Fennel, 1999; Illig et al., 2018; Schumann & Brink, 1990). For this study, we calculate the EBC trans-
ports within the horizontal boundaries suggested by the mean meridional velocity section (Figure 4a); that
is, Benguela Current transports will be calculated between P5 and P1 (11–17.5°E), and no distinction will be
made between the northward flowing Benguela Current and potential contributions from the northward
flowing Cape Peninsula Jet. The DEBC transports will be calculated between P4 and P1 (15–17.5°E). The
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DEBC integration domain is also consistent with the boundaries of the
enhanced oxygen signals associated with recently ventilated NADW
(Figures 3d and 7b).

To examine the flow variability of the Benguela Current, the volume
transport is integrated between the surface and 1,270 dbar, while the
DEBC transport is integrated between 1,270 dbar and the bottom. The
character of the transport time series is not sensitive to modest changes
in these integration limits. Different techniques can be applied to estimate
the deep transport due to the classical “bottom‐triangle” issue. This will be
particularly important in this analysis due to the large bottom triangle
between P2 and P4 (Figure 4a), where the steepest sloping topography is
found. Deep transports between P1 and P4 have been calculated by two
different ways, illustrated here via the example of the P2 to P4 span.
First, the CPIES‐GEM hydrography‐derived lookup tables were used to
extrapolate the dynamic height profile at P2 to the topographic depth
where the area between P4 and the midpoint of the P4‐P2 span equals
the area between the midpoint of the P4‐P2 span and P2 (as depicted in
Figure 9b with hatched areas). The second method tested involves “fill-
ing” the bottom triangle in a similar manner by assuming a constant flow
(i.e., zero vertical shear) below the deepest common depth of sites P2 and
P4 and the bottom instead of using the GEM lookup tables. The actual var-
iances of the deep transport time series between P2 and P4 that result from
these twomethods is 302 and 343 Sv2 (1 Sv = 106 m3/s), respectively, while
the variance associated with the difference between the time series is just
12.9 Sv2. The correlation between time series estimated via the two meth-
ods is r = 0.98, and the mean difference is 2.4 Sv. This demonstrates that
while it is quite important to address the bottom‐triangle issue, the result-
ing integrated transport mean and variability are not very sensitive to the

method used for filling in the transports in the bottom triangle. For the analysis that follows, we use the
first method.

The resulting Benguela Current (Figure 9a, red line) and DEBC (Figure 9a, blue line) volume transports
demonstrate strong variations at a wide range of time scales. While it is clear that Agulhas Rings and other
surface‐trapped or surface‐intensified features can simultaneously impact the shallower and deeper flows, a

meaningfully robust relationship between the upper and lower EBC is not
evident during this 2‐year period. The correlation coefficient between the
Benguela Current and DEBC transport time series is r = 0.4, which is sig-
nificantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level based on the
number of degrees of freedom (Thomson & Emery, 2014). The number
of degrees of freedom is estimated by dividing the record length by
twice the observed integral time scales (50 and 30 days for the
Benguela Current and DEBC time series). Despite being statistically sig-
nificant, the relationship between the two currents obviously does not
explain a large percentage of the observed variance (~16%). Variations
in the offshore location of the Agulhas Rings passing through the array,
their changing intensity, and their interactions with other mesoscale
eddies complicate the upper and lower EBC transport time series.
Identifying a definite causal relationship between these two transport
time series will likely require a longer time series and will be the sub-
ject of a future study.

The Benguela Current northward transport is characterized by a mean
value of 24 Sv and a daily standard deviation of 17 Sv (Table 2). These
values are in good agreement with the estimations from the OFES model
output integrated within the same longitude and pressure limits for the

Figure 9. (a) Time series of absolute transport (Sv) calculated for the
Benguela Current (upper part, red line) and the deep eastern boundary
current (lower part, blue line) with estimated daily accuracy estimates
(gray shading) as derived in Appendix B. Black vertical error bar at left
illustrates the estimated bias accuracy as discussed in the Appendix B. The
time‐mean values of the upper and lower part are identified by the hori-
zontal dashed lines. The black dots at the top indicate the presence of an
Agulhas Rings less than 150 km from P5. (b) Areas used to calculate the
transport (red box, Benguela Current transport; blue box, deep eastern
boundary current transport). The graduated colors within each box repre-
sent the time‐mean profile of the absolute meridional geostrophic velocity.
The two hatched triangles are defined with identical areas to reduce the
classical bottom‐triangle issue.

Table 2
Mean Value, Standard Deviation, and Peak‐to‐Peak Range of the Benguela
Current and DEBC Absolute Transport (Sv) From CPIES, Argo/Altimetry
Synthesis, XBT/WOA and OFES Output Integrated Within the Same
Longitude‐Pressure Bounds

Mean (Sv) STD (Sv)
Peak to peak
range (Sv)

Benguela DEBC Benguela DEBC Benguela DEBC

CPIES 25 −12 17 17 124 115
Argo/
altime-
try

25 n.a. 4 n.a. 21 n.a.

XBT/
WOA

26 n.a. 6 n.a. 22 n.a.

OFES 22 −7 23 13 140 106

Note. CPIES = Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders;
DEBC = deep eastern boundary current; XBT = expendable bathyther-
mograph; WOA=World Ocean Atlas; OFES = Ocean general circulation
model For the Earth Simulator; STD = standard deviation; n.a. = not
applicable.
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full 36‐year record (mean of 22 Sv and 3‐day snapshot standard deviation of 23 Sv). Again, note that this com-
parison is not fully independent, as the model time‐mean velocity is used to reference the CPIES‐GEM flow
at the bottom. A simple Monte Carlo‐style test using 4,000 random 23‐month subsets of the 36‐year model
record suggests that a record of 23 months length in the model could have a mean transport value between
12 and 29 Sv. This range of values is associated with a standard deviation of 3 Sv, which can explain the dif-
ferences between the full 36‐year record from the OFES model output and the CPIES observations. Similar
integrated transport mean values (25 and 26 Sv), but much lower standard deviations (4 and 6 Sv), are esti-
mated for the Benguela Current from the Argo/altimetry synthesis and XBT/WOA products, respectively,
when integrated within the same longitude‐pressure bounds. The smaller temporal standard deviations
for Argo/altimetry synthesis and XBT/WOA products are to be expected, given the reduced temporal resolu-
tion of those products (Argo/altimetry synthesis: monthly; XBT/WOA: approximately four transects per
year) versus the CPIES observations (daily) and OFES fields (3‐day snapshots). The reduced resolution is
not the only source of difference, however, as subsampling the CPIES observations to monthly values only
reduces the standard deviation from 17 to 12 Sv.

The mean Benguela Current transport estimates presented herein (CPIES, Argo/altimetry synthesis,
XBT/WOA, and OFES) all fall within the 15‐ to 25‐Sv range of previously published estimates of the
Benguela Current transport (Garzoli et al., 1997, 2013; Gordon et al., 1992; Majumder & Schmid, 2018;
Sloyan & Rintoul, 2001; Stramma & Peterson, 1989). Note that if the much broader (zonally) integration lim-
its used by Garzoli et al. (2013) are applied to the CPIES data presented here, the resulting time‐mean
Benguela Current transport estimate is still within the range of the historical estimates (15 Sv). The daily
variability of the Benguela Current from the CPIES data exhibits a total peak‐to‐peak range of roughly
124 Sv, greatly exceeding all previous estimates of the Benguela Current transport variability. Indeed, the
only transport time series with similar length scale using moored instruments surrounding the SAMBA‐
East transect shows a peak‐to‐peak range of only 40 Sv (Garzoli & Gordon, 1996). Similar to the Garzoli
and Gordon (1996) study, the largest variations in Benguela Current transport in our data set appear to be
mainly associated with the presence of intense mesoscale eddies. This has been confirmed through compar-
ison to the mesoscale eddies in the region at these times using the Mesoscale Eddy Trajectory Atlas product
based on an eddy‐tracking methodology developed by Chelton et al. (2011). The maximum values of the
Benguela Current transport are recorded during times when Agulhas Rings with a typical radius of
100 km are located close to P5, with a distance between the Ring center and the mooring location less than
150 km (Figure 9a, black dots).

The DEBC transport estimated from the CPIES is also very energetic, with a peak‐to‐peak range of nearly
115 Sv (Table 2), from a maximum southward transport of 50 Sv in November 2013 to a northward transport
of about 65 Sv in May 2015 (Figure 9a). This last northward event has been studied in more detail in a par-
allel analysis of the data from the tall moorings deployed near the continental slope over the SAMBA‐East
transect (Kersalé et al., 2018). The results of that parallel analysis suggest that the presence of an intense
dipole during this time period leads to strong north‐northwestward currents over the whole water column.

Of particular interest for the present study are the periods when the southward transport of the DEBC inten-
sifies. These southward pulses in the deep transport are often observed approximately 20 days after anoma-
lous northward transport episodes in the upper layer, which are associated with the propagation of Agulhas
Rings further offshore. The correlation between the transports was maximum at a 22‐day lag (r = 0.55 and
significant at 95% level). The origin of these pulses of deep flow has already been linked, in the OFES model,
with the propagation of Agulhas Rings in the study of van Sebille et al. (2012), and this interpretation is
further supported by the Hovmoller analysis of the meridional velocity at 2,700 dbar discussed earlier
(Figure 8). Despite the presence of Agulhas Rings, and dipoles, the DEBC time‐mean transport is southward
(−12 ± 17 Sv; see Table 2). The time‐mean value is roughly consistent with the sole documented historical
estimate of transport for the DEBC at 35°S (−11 ± 4 Sv) by Arhan et al. (2003). The Argo/altimetry synthesis
and the XBT/WOA products shown herein cannot provide a time‐variant transport estimate for the DEBC
(the former because it does not extend to large enough depths and the latter because it relies on climatology
below about 800 m). The OFES model output yields a DEBC with a time mean, −7 Sv, that is approximately
42% smaller than the observed CPIES estimate, with a smaller standard deviation (13 Sv). As for the
Benguela Current transport, a simple Monte Carlo‐style test has been done for the DEBC. This test finds
mean DEBC transport values ranging between −1 and −15 Sv, and a standard deviation of 3 Sv. Because
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this range includes the observations‐based estimate it can partially explain the larger 23‐month mean DEBC
in the observations.

Previous analysis of a shorter segment of the same OFES output has suggested that only ~22% of the lower
MOC limb carried by the DWBC further north is crossing the South Atlantic near 20°S to feed the DEBC
(Garzoli et al., 2015). Historical mean MOC estimates in the region have been defined as the maximum
cumulative northward volume transport in the upper water column (e.g., Dong et al., 2014; Meinen et al.,
2018). Based on these historical estimates at latitudes between 34°S and 35°S, which have yielded MOC esti-
mates of 14.7 to 18.4 Sv, the lower MOC limb would feed roughly −3.2 to −4 Sv to the DEBC transport. The
modeled DEBC mean transport value of −7 Sv found herein is much larger than this rough estimate. The
actual observed DEBC mean volume transport is even larger than the model value, at −12 Sv. This mean
value represents roughly 70% of the total MOC volume transport. It thus seems likely that a significant por-
tion of the southward flow of NADW observed by the SAMBA‐East CPIES is recirculating within the Cape
Basin rather than participating directly in the MOC. This recirculation is also imposed by and/or controlled
by the geographical features in the area. Specifically, the existence of the Walvis Ridge (Figure 1a) likely
blocks most of the deep northward flow on the offshore part of the array. The presence of elevated dissolved
oxygen values at the level of NADW, detailed in section 3.1 and Figure 7b, is additional arguments that sup-
port the idea of an interior branch recirculating in the basin.

The spectral analysis of the Benguela Current and the DEBC transport time series from the CPIES observa-
tions shows that the energy is generally higher in the transport record integrated in the upper part of the
water column (Figure 10a) than in the transports in the lower part (Figure 10b) at all periods longer than
45 days. This comparison can be done as these spectra are plotted in variance‐preserving form, and thus,
the area under the curve is proportional to the energy at each period (e.g., Thomson & Emery, 2014). The
most prominent spectral peaks for both time series are at time scales between 30 and 180 days. The 30‐
day period corresponds to the expected time scales associated with the propagation of Agulhas Rings, con-
sidering their sizes and propagation speeds. The 180‐day time scale is characteristic of the upwelling time

Figure 10. Variance preserving spectra of the Benguela Current (a) and the deep eastern boundary current (b) transport
time series integrated in the regions shown in Figure 9. (c, d) Same as panels (a) and (b) calculated for the ocean
general circulation model for the Earth simulator numerical model output for the full 36‐year record. Gray shading
indicates the 95% confidence limits based on the methods of Thomson and Emery (2014).
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scale in the South Benguela region (austral spring and summer; Blanke
et al., 2005). Nevertheless, due to the relatively short record of the
CPIES data (~2 years), caution must be stressed when interpreting varia-
tions at semiannual and longer time scales. The large error bars around
the spectra at longer periods illustrate this point. A similar spectral analy-
sis of the transports determined from the OFES output for the full 36‐year
record shows much narrower error bars around the resulting spectra
(Figures 10c and 10d).

Another interesting result can be drawn from a comparison of the
observed and modeled spectra. The modeled Benguela Current trans-
port variability is weaker than the observed variability at all time scales
except at around 90 days, where the model exhibits a single large
energy peak that is not seen in the observations (Figures 10a and

10c). The modeled DEBC transport variability is much weaker than the observed transport variability
at all time scales (Figures 10b and 10d). The model forcing fields are realistic, so a conclusion that
can be drawn from the weaker spectra in the model is that the model is not doing a good job of moving
the energy from the forcing fields down into the deeper reaches of the ocean at essentially all time
scales that can be observed in the 23‐month CPIES records. An earlier study by Dong et al. (2014)
had shown that the models they tested were doing a poor job of moving energy down at the seasonal
time scales, a result of artificially strong vertical density stratification, which prevented the models from
moving energy down from the mixed layer to deeper levels. The results of the present study support this
point and suggest further that this issue exists as well within the OFES model for time scales
beyond seasonal.

Partitioning the observed variance into temporal bands (Table 3) shows that both the Benguela Current and
the DEBC transport signals have 67% and 64%, respectively, of their variability at periods shorter than
90 days, which illustrates the necessity for high‐frequency observations to avoid aliasing of these short‐
period variations into longer time scales. Previous observations focusing on coastal sea level anomalies along
the west coast of South Africa showed that wind stress fluctuations could force poleward propagating coast-
ally trapped waves (Schumann & Brink, 1990). Close to the location of our observations, these wave signals
have a typical period of 8.5 days, right in the center of the 2‐ to 15‐day period band where ~6–15% of the var-
iance is observed (Table 3). Nevertheless, the largest fraction of the variance in both Benguela Current and
DEBC transport time series is in the bands between 30 and 90 days, which corresponds to the expected time
scales associated with the propagation of Agulhas Rings.

4. Conclusions

The SAMBA‐East moored instruments provide the first direct continuous in situ EBCs observations
spanning the Cape Basin between the Walvis Ridge and the coast along 34.5°S, yielding data over a
23‐month period from September 2013 to July 2015. The CPIES‐GEM data reveal the presence of the
Benguela Current and a portion of the northward flowing Cape Peninsula Jet east of 11°E with a mean
volume transport integrated from the surface to 1,270 dbar of 25 Sv and a daily standard deviation of
17 Sv (Figure 9). The estimated time‐mean transports agree well with estimates from an Argo/altimetry
synthesis and a XBT/WOA product (Table 2). However, the temporal standard deviation from the daily data
from the moored CPIES exceeds that of the monthly Argo/altimetry synthesis and quarterly XBT/WOA pro-
duct by roughly a factor of 3, demonstrating the high degree of variability observed at high frequencies that is
not captured in the other data sets. The CPIES transports are also relatively similar to the 3‐day output from
a 36‐year run of the OFES model, although the model transport variability appears to be artificially low. The
time‐average locations of the main water mass interfaces from the CPIES‐GEM data confirm the presence of
one of the upper limb MOC pathways (warm water route) passing through the Cape Basin. The largest
variations in Benguela Current transport (peak‐to‐peak range of 124 Sv) appear to be associated mainly with
the propagation of Agulhas Rings. West of P5 (11°E), the influence of these features is also revealed by
altimetry, illustrating how the western edge of the Agulhas eddy corridor affects the mean flow of the
transient component of the Benguela Current (Figure 6).

Table 3
Distribution of Variance in the Benguela Current and the DEBC Transport
From the CPIES Array

Period band (days)

Variance [Sv2] % of total variance

Benguela DEBC Benguela DEBC

2–15 68 16 15 6
15–30 74 39 16 15
30–90 167 114 36 43
90–270 (semiannual) 120 61 26 23
>270 31 36 7 13

Note. CPIES = Current and Pressure recording Inverted Echo Sounders;
DEBC = deep eastern boundary current.
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For the first time, the southward flowing DEBC, extending from the continental slope offshore to about
15°E, is observed with full‐depth CPIES‐GEM and bottom current meter data (Figure 4). The DEBC is sur-
prisingly strong, with a mean value of −12 Sv, and it is highly variable (daily standard deviation of 17 Sv).
The direct deep current meter measurements support the presence of this strong southward flow, as does
the OFES model output—although the latter is artificially weak in the deep layer (compare Figures 4a
and 5f). The two other ancillary data sets presented herein also provide hints of the DEBC adjacent to the
continental slope as observed by the CPIES‐GEM observations (Figures 5b and 5d); however, neither ancil-
lary data set provides direct observations all the way to the bottom (Argo/altimetry synthesis ends at
2,000 dbar; XBT/WOA uses only climatology below ~800 m). The presence of recently ventilated NADW
water from climatology and hydrographic sections at the location of the DEBC is consistent with a previous
hypothesis about an interior pathway bringing waters from the DWBC over to the eastern boundary
(Figure 7). The DEBC transport exhibits a large peak‐to‐peak range (115 Sv), linked to, among other things,
the passage of Agulhas Rings and dipoles (Figure 9). The westward propagation characteristics observed
across the array confirm that the observed deep propagation in the SAMBA‐East region is dominated by
the passage of Agulhas Rings. The deep circulation pattern is also influenced by recirculation cells.

The spectral analysis of the Benguela Current and DEBC transport time series reveals the predominant
variability is at time scales between 30 and 90 days for both layers, consistent with the expected time scales
associated with the propagation of Agulhas Rings (Figure 10). Despite evidence of specific events impacting
both the Benguela Current and the DEBC transport time series, a systematic link between the two transport
time series cannot be identified with a just under 2‐year‐long record. A smaller fraction of variance is also
observed in the upper layer at time scales between 2 and 15 days, the characteristic of alongshore propagat-
ing waves, and a larger fraction around 180‐day period, which is characteristic of the seasonal upwelling in
the South Benguela Upwelling region. The relative short length of the observation records introduces large
uncertainties at these longer time scales, and the model output cannot be used to provide guidance as weak
lower layer transports suggest that the model is not allowing enough energy to penetrate to the deep ocean.
This study demonstrates that daily observations are essential to successfully resolve the short time scale
variability of the EBCs. From the historical meanMOC estimates and the percentage of this circulation feed-
ing the DEBC, we can argue that a significant portion of the observed DEBCmust be recirculating within the
Cape Basin rather than participating in the MOC. Ongoing sustained observations along 34.5°S will allow us
in the future to confirm or further assess the seasonal and interannual variabilities and determine the link
between the upper and lower EBCs and their contribution to the MOC.

Appendix A: Temporal Stability of the GEM Field
A concern with the application of the GEMmethod, dating back to the original study where the method was
created, was whether the averaging of data from different years/decades would mask long‐period variability
and/or trends (e.g., Meinen & Watts, 2000). There has always also been a question of the sensitivity of the
resulting GEM lookup tables to the horizontal bounds of the region where data are used to build the fields.
The new GEM fields created for the present study allow for the explicit evaluation of these issues. The first
GEM lookup tables for the eastern boundary along 34.5°S were created byMeinen et al. (2013). These lookup
tables were based on a data set of 123 CTD and 647 Argo profiles collected between 2009 and 2013 between
12°E and the South African continental shelf and between 37° and 31°S (Figure A1a). For the present study,
updated GEM lookup tables were created using 378 CTD and 5,215 Argo profiles spanning a much wider
time period from 1983 up to the present day (Figure A1b). The CTD/Argo data sets used for the new GEM
fields span the same latitudinal range but a much larger zonal domain, from the continental shelf to 2°W
(Figure A1b). The use of a much larger domain, in both space and time, allows for the comparison of the
original and new GEM fields to determine the robustness of the relationships captured by the GEM fields.
Inclusion of roughly seven times more profiles in building the GEM fields yields fairly similar lookup tables
(cf. temperature lookup tables in Figures A1c and A1d).

A strength of the GEMmethod is that the scatter between the original data (CTD and Argo) and the resulting
smoothed lookup tables provides a natural “accuracy estimate” for the GEM fields (e.g., Figures A1e and
A1f). So the primary question in determining the robustness of the GEM field to changes to the
spatial/temporal bounds of the hydrography is whether the differences between the GEM fields
(Figures A1c and A1d) are larger than the scatter around the fields (Figures A1e and A1f; i.e., the
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accuracy estimates). The root mean square differences between the original GEM field and the original
CTD/Argo data range from about 1.5 °C at the surface (where seasonal variability is the maximum) down
to around 0.05 °C in the deep ocean (Figure A1e). Adding more hydrographic casts yields better coverage
of the τ parameter space and much higher sample numbers, but essentially the same accuracy for the
GEM field (Figure A1f). The scatter around the salinity and density GEM fields is similarly about the
same for the original and new GEM fields (not shown).

Figure A2 illustrates the differences between the original (black lines) and the updated GEM fields (colored
lines) at two representative pressure levels (i.e., 500 dbar in the main thermocline and at 3,000 dbar in the
deep ocean) using plots of temperature and salinity versus travel time. The updated GEM fields show weak
warming and salinification relative to the older fields at 500 and 3,000 dbar; however, the updated GEM esti-
mates remain for both variables and pressure levels within the accuracy of the original GEM fields, and so
are not statistically different. For the density GEM fields (not shown), the results are quite similar. This com-
parison demonstrates that to within the accuracy of the technique, the GEM fields are temporally stable (at
least over the past ~35 years). Furthermore, the comparison also indicates that the GEM fields are not
strongly sensitive to the longitudes of the hydrography bounding box.

Appendix B: Benguela Current and DEBC Transports Accuracy Estimates
The transport accuracy estimates for the flows across the SAMBA‐East transect have been derived following
a classical “first principles” ideal, specifically paralleling the methods described within the appendix of
Meinen et al. (2013). Following this technique, we have separated the sources of error in the transport as
being random or biases in relation to time variability (Table B1). In this study, all the errors are calculated

Figure A1. Left column, original gravest empirical mode (GEM) fields; right column, new GEM fields. (a, b) Positions of the conductivity‐temperature‐depth and
Argo casts collected around the South Atlantic MOC Basin‐Wide Array‐East transect and used to create the GEM field. The Current and Pressure recording
Inverted Echo Sounders locations are identified by the red diamonds along the transect. (c, d) GEM fields of temperature determined for the South Atlantic MOC
Basin‐Wide Array‐East line. (e, f) The root mean square differences between the original hydrographic measurements and the GEM lookup table values. The solid,
dashed, and dotted contours represent progressively smaller contour intervals, with values labeled in °C. The gray vertical lines show the locations of the
hydrographic (conductivity‐temperature‐depth and Argo) measurements.
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separately for the Benguela Current and the DEBC transports. Random sources of errors (i.e., those sources
that are independent of one another) are combined via a standard square root of the sum of squares method.
A detailed explanation of the sources of error can be found in Meinen et al. (2013); here only a brief
discussion is presented, focusing primarily on the specifics of this application.

As described by Meinen et al. (2013), there are several accuracy limita-
tions to the travel times of the PIES/CPIES. To convert the different travel
time (τ) based accuracies into equivalent transport accuracies, a linear
relationship between the vertical integral of the dynamic height anomaly
(i.e., the baroclinic streamfunction, also sometimes called the Fofonoff
Potential,χ) and τ was used. The vertical integration domain for the
Fofonoff potential was selected to be consistent with the vertical bound-
aries used for the transport integrals themselves, that is, between the sur-
face and 1,270 dbar (χ01270) for the Benguela Current and between 1,270

and 4,050 dbar for the DEBC (χ12704050 ). The tight relationship between τ
and χ for both parts of the water column is evident (Figure B1). The slope
of the linear fit (Figure B1, red lines) between these quantities is equal to
−2.0 × 105 J/m2/ms for the upper part and − 2.1 × 105 J/m2/msec for the
lower part. The resulting χ‐based accuracy estimates were then converted
into transport errors assuming a constant density of 1,030 kg/m3 and the
appropriate local Coriolis parameter. As the transport here is based on
geostrophic estimates, the errors are considered at/between sites P1 and
P5 for the Benguela Current and at/between sites P1 and P4 for the DEBC.

Figure A2. Temperature (a, c) and salinity (b, d) function of the travel time at 1,000 dbar for the original gravest empirical
mode (GEM) fields (black lines) and the updated GEM fields (colored lines) at 500 and 3,000 dbar. The shaded areas
represent the root mean square scatter between the original hydrographic measurements and the GEM lookup table
values.

Table B1
Estimates of the Error Contributions to the Benguela Current and DEBC
Transport Accuracies

Accuracy estimate

Random sources Benguela DEBC
Measured τ accuracy 1.7 Sv 1.8 Sv
Scatter in τ PIES versus τ 1,000 2 Sv 2.5 Sv
GEM lookup table accuracy 4.5 Sv 3.6 Sv
Baroclinic shear 1.1 Sv 4.7 Sv
Measured pressure accuracy 2.1 Sv 4.5 Sv
Total random 5.8 Sv 8.1 Sv
Bias Sources Benguela DEBC
Calibration of τ PIES with concurrent CTDs 1.7 Sv 1.8 Sv
Accuracy of reference velocity time‐mean 2.8 Sv 2.2 Sv
Total bias 3.3 Sv 2.8 Sv

Note. PIES = pressure‐equipped inverted echo sounder; DEBC = deep
eastern boundary current; GEM = gravest empirical mode;
CTD = conductivity‐temperature‐depth.
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The random accuracy of the geostrophic velocity (or transport) relative to an assumed level of no motion is a
function of four terms: (1) the accuracy of measured travel time (τ) from the instrument (0.5 ms; Donohue
et al., 2010); (2) the scatter in the calibration relationship that converted τ at the depth of the CPIES into
the equivalent τ at 1,000 dbar; (3) the accuracy of the GEM lookup tables; and (4) the scatter introduced
by projecting the τ at 1,000 dbar (and their derived dynamic height profiles) downward using the GEM
lookup tables to the deepest vertical integration boundary (1,270 dbar for the Benguela Current and
4,050 dbar for the DEBC). In addition to these four terms, an additional random source in the final absolute
geostrophic velocities (transports) is the accuracy of the pressure gauges (0.01 dbar; Donohue et al., 2010),
which impacts the accuracy of the reference velocity.

All these errors were estimated following the methods shown in Meinen et al. (2013) except for the accuracy
of the GEM lookup tables (3) for the DEBC. According to the prior study, this accuracy would be estimated as
the root mean square scatter in the relationship between τ and χ12704050 (Figure B1b). However, the number of
hydrographic casts reaching down to a pressure of 4,050 dbar is far too limited (only 116 casts) to estimate
the accuracy with this method. Here we instead estimated an accuracy based on the accuracy derived for
the upper water column value rescaled by a value proportional to the area size of the DEBC integration
domain versus the area size of the Benguela Current integration domain (733 km2, upper integration domain
area; 590 km2, lower integration domain area).

When all of the sources of random errors are combined, we find total random errors of 5.8 Sv for the daily
Benguela Current transport estimates and 8.1 Sv for the daily DEBC transport estimates (Table B1).

In addition to random errors affecting the time variability of the transport, some errors can affect the time‐
mean transport (e.g., biases). Following the methods presented in Meinen et al. (2013), two potential sources
of bias were considered in this study: (1) the mean offset/calibration of the CPIES measured τ into the
equivalent τ at 1,000 dbar (as opposed to the random scatter about that relationship, which relates to one
of the random error methods above) and (2) the accuracy of the applied time‐mean reference velocity.
The former error component is estimated to be about 0.5 ms, which corresponds to a transport accuracy
of 1.7/1.8 Sv for the Benguela Current/DEBC. The latter bias source is much harder to quantify of course
—as the primary data set used is a numerical model. For this analysis, the reference velocity accuracy was
estimated here as the difference between the time‐mean transbasin‐averaged velocity at the reference level
from the 36‐year OFES run and the time‐mean transbasin‐averaged velocity at that same level from the

Figure B1. Scatter plot illustrating the relationship between the travel time at 1,000 dbar and the Fofonoff potential for the
upper part (χ01270) and lower part (χ12704050) of the water column.
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Argo/altimetry synthesis discussed in the text (0.004 m/s). The sources of bias are assumed to be as indepen-
dent of one another, so they can also be combined via a square root of the sum of squares method, yielding
3.3 and 2.8 Sv as the potential bias error in the time‐mean Benguela Current and DEBC transports, respec-
tively (Table B1).
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